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Abstract 
Certain types of partition identities, interpreted as moments of stochastic processes in the 
exponential case, are extended to larger classes by way of Faa DiBruno's formula. Several 
special cases are then examined. A probabilistic nterpretation is given to the formula associated 
to the geometric series by way of the gambler's ruin problem. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
Two main results illustrating the relationship between set partitions, Bell polyno- 
mials, and moments of compound nonhomogeneous Poisson processes, with various 
special cases, have been presented in Constantine and Savits [2]. The main idea is 
to use the characteristic function of such processes in establishing identities involving 
set partitions. By its definition, the characteristic function is an exponential function, 
and this poses a restriction on the resulting identities. The object of this paper is to 
generalize these identities from the exponential case to arbitrary series by means of Faa 
diBruno's formula which allows the explicit computation of the higher-order deriva- 
tives of composite functions. Riordan [5, 6] provide sufficient background for the results 
presented here. 
Section 2 investigates inverse pairs with summations over set partitions. Exponential 
and logarithmic ases arise as special instances of such a general inversion pair. Sev- 
eral examples are given in which one side of the inversion pair can be expressed 
in closed form, leading to an ordinary series expansion of certain sums over set 
partitions. 
An identity which generalizes the exponential case that occurs in the study of the 
characteristic function of nonhomogeneous stochastic processes i proved in Section 3. 
Consequences involve relationships between various types of partitions of an integer. 
The last section offers probabilistic interpretations for some families of identities 
established in the previous sections. There are two general cases amenable to such 
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interpretation: the exponential case, and the case of the geometric series, interpretable 
as probabilities of certain events associated to the ruin problem and related problems 
in queueing theory. 
2. Inversion pairs 
Since summations range over various kinds of partitions, it is convenient to introduce 
notations as follows: 
s(n, k)= {(nl, n2 .. . . .  nk): nr are nonnegative integers, and nl + n2 +. . .  + nk = n}, 
s+(n, k) = {(nl, n2 .. . . .  nk): nr are positive integers, and nl + n2 +. . .  + nk =n}, 
p(n,k)={(il, i2 ..... i,): ij are nonnegative integers, it + i2 + ... + i~=k, and 
il +2i2 +. . .  +nin--n}, 
p(n)= {(il, i2 . . . . .  i,): ij are nonnegative integers, il + 2i2 +. . .  + nin =n}. 
Let f be a complex valued function defined on {0, 1,... ,n}, with f (0 )= 1. Define 
S(f ,k,n)= ~ f(nl ) . . ,  f(nk) and T(f,k,n)= y~ f(1)6-- "" f(n)i" 
it! i,! s(n,k) p(n,k) 
We then have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a formal power series of the form G(t )= ~-~k >1o 9(k ) tk, where 
{9(k)} is an arbitrary sequence of complex numbers. Then 
9(k)tkS(f, k, n) : ~ G(k)(t)t kT( f ,  k, n), 
k=l  k=l  
where the left-hand side is also a formal power series in t, and G<k)(t) is the kth-order 
formal derivative of G(t) with respect o t. 
t n Proof. Define f ( r )= 0 for r>n, and let F(x)= ~--~r=0 f(r) xr, with F(0)= tf(O)= t. 
Then, by expanding G(F(x)) we obtain the following formal series: 
G(F(x))= ~ g(k)tk ( ~ f(r)xr) k 
k~>0 r=0 
= g(o) + ~ o( " )?  ~ x m .- .  f (nk )  
k>~ 1 m=O s 
+ go 
The coefficient on x n in this expansion is ~k~>l 9(k)tkS(f,k,n) • 
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On the other hand, using Faa diBruno's formula we see that the coefficient of x n in 
the formal expansion of G(F(x)) is given by 
_1 
n!  x=0 p(n) 
=E 
p( n ) 
k=l  
k I 
This ends the proof. [] 
The case with G( t )=e t (for which 9(k)=l/k!) yields the identity found in 
Theorem 4.1 of Constantine and Savits [2] namely 
t k 
}--~ ~. S( f  ,k,n)=e t ~ tkT(f , k, n). (1) 
k=l  k - I  
Equating like powers of t leads to the binomial inversion pair 
k 
S( f ,k ,n )=Z(~)r 'T ( f ,k ,n )  
r=O 
and 
[G~k)(U)]u=° r I 1 i=~ ij--[. (tf(j))i' 
G(k)(t)tk I-I 1 j=l iJ~" (f(j))ij 
G~k)(t)tk Z f(1)i~'" J(n)i" 
il ! . . in! 
p(n,k) 
G~k)(t)tkT( f ,k,n). 
k 
r=O 
Another noteworthy special case results by selecting f ( r )= l/r!. In this case 
Theorem 2.1 yields 
9(k)tkk n= ~ G(k)(t)tkS~, 
k-1 k-I 
since the aforementioned choice of f entails S(f, k, n)=k"/n!, and T(f, k, n)=S~. 
By S~ we understand the Stirling number of the second kind. In particular, the choice 
of G(t)=e t (implying 9(k)= l/k!), followed by the evaluation at t= 1 leads to the 
well-known formula of Dobinski which expresses B,, the number of partitions of a set 
with n elements, as an infinite fast converging series 
e -1 ~.. =ZS~ =Bn" 
k=l  k - I  
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We consider two more examples. Select 
G(t)=(1-t) -l and G(t)=ln((1-t)-l). 
In the former case Theorem 2.1 yields the identity 
tkS(f,k,n)= ~ ~ T(f,k,n). 
k=l k=l 
(2) 
The latter choice leads to 
~_t  k n ( t )k  
-ff S(f,k,n)= Z (k-  1)! 
k=l k=l 
T(f, k, n). (3) 
Specializing f by further selecting f(r)= (~r)' for x a fixed parameter, and observing 
that in such a case 
Z(nX)(X)( nX) 
s(n,k ) nk 
Theorem 2.1 becomes 
k=l 
With this 
9(k)tk ( kx ) : ~'~ G(k)(t)t ~ ('l)~l "" (x) ~° . 
k=l ) il! in! 
choice of f identities (1)-(3) take the following form: 
Z -~. Z il!'"in! ' 
k~>l k=l p(n,k) 
t'( nX ) Z k- =E(k -1) !  ~ Z (7)"'"(x)'° 
k>~l k=t p(n,k) il!...in! ' 
k 
Ztk(  kx )=~ ~k' ( t )  (~)~...(x)i,il, -in'--~. 
k~>l k=l p(n,k) 
Since these series cannot be placed in the canonical form of the hypergeometric series, 
they cannot be summed by the methods of such series; see Gould and Kaucky [4]. 
3. Identities involving set partitions 
We show in this section how identity (2.6) in Constantine and Savits [2] can be 
extended from the exponential case to a general series. Let G(y)=~-]k>~oakY k and 
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W m F(x) = Em>~O (bm/m.)x . Then 
bmx=   G(F(x))= E ak Z 
k>_.o m>~O m! ] 
= ao + Z ak x n bnr 
k~>l . ) r= l  
( --.o+Z 
n~>0 k>~l , , ) r= l  nr ! ]  
On the other hand, the coefficients of the composition G o F can be obtained by eval- 
uating at zero the derivatives of the composition in accordance with Faa diBruno's 
formula. Specifically, 
(j!)O(ij!) x", 
n~>0 k=l  p(n,k) j= l  / 
where G (k) denotes the kth order derivative of G. Equating like powers o fx  yields the 
following result. 
Theorem 3.1. I f  G(y)= ~k~o(1/k!)G(k)(O)yk and F(x)= ~m>>.o(bm/m!)x m are 
series and G (k) denotes the kth-order derivative of G, then 
k 
1 bnr 
k >>.l s(n,k) r= l  
L: f] hi/ 
G(k)(b°) Z (j!)ij(ij!)' 
k=l  p(n,k) j= l  
(4) 
provided that the series on the left-hand side converges on some open set. 
Selecting bm to be functions of t, for t E [0, oo) and m--0, 1 .... , n, Theorem 3.1 
yields 
k 
1 bnr(t) 
E E II nr' 
k >~l s(n,k) r= l  
- -£  G(k)(b°(t)) Z YI  bj(t)iJ 
k=l  p(n,k) j= l  " 
(5) 
In general, the left-hand side of (4) is an infinite series, whereas the right-hand side 
is a finite sum. The formula generalizes the expression for the moments of compound 
nonhomogeneous Poisson processes which appears in Theorem 2.1 of Constantine and 
Savits [2]. We shall focus next on several special cases. 
It is noteworthy to observe that when F (0)= b0 = 0, the expression on the left-hand 
side of (4) becomes also finite. This is indeed true, since any vector in s(n,k) with 
k ~>n + 1 must necessarily contain a 0 among its components. In this case identity (4) 
160 
becomes 
n 
k=l  
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ZI I  k okZ (j!)ij(ij!)" 
s+(n,k) r=l  nr!  k=l  p(n,k) j= l  
(6) 
Viewing the ak's as indeterminates in (6), and equating coefficients of ak on both 
sides, we obtain a simpler identity 
E l-I 
s+(n,k) r=l  p(n,k) j= l  
(k-i), selecting bj = 1 for all j expresses S~, the Choosing bj = j !  leads to Is+(n, k)[ = , - t  .
Stirling number of the second kind, as a sum of multinomial coefficients 
( ) k.S~= ~ n 
n l ,n2 , . . . ,nk  s+(n,k) 
We can thus interpret k!S~ as the number of nondecreasing lattice paths of length n 
in the k-dimensional space which originate at 0 and do not terminate on any of the 
coordinate hyperplanes. 
Let, more generally, f(x,t) be a complex valued function with x E {0, 1 .. . . .  n} 
and t a parameter. In analogy to the notation introduced in Section 2, let 
s(n,k) /=1 p(n,k) j= l  ij! 
The following formula generalizes Theorem 2.1 of Section 2 as well as Eq. (5) of 
Section 3: 
OG 
9(k)S(f,k,n; t)= ~ G(k)(f(O, t))T(f,k,n; t), (8) 
k=l k=l  
provided that the left-hand side is a convergent series. Its proof is similar to that of 
Theorem 2.1. The statement of Theorem 2.1 is obtained by selecting f(r, t)= tf(r). 
Formula (5) follows by selecting f(r,t)= br(t). 
We conclude this section with a corollary to Theorem 3.1. It offers an interesting 
relationship between summations over s(n, k) and s+(n, k) by way of the exponential 
series. 
Corollary 3.1. With the notation of Theorem 3.1, we have the followin9 identity: 
k=l  s(n,k) r=l  nr!  k=l s+(n,k) r=l  
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Proof. Selecting G(y)=e y in Theorem 3.1, we obtain 
~-~ 1~ Z Hnr___~' b,,, =eb0 L Z 12I ( j '~ i j , ) "  (9) 
k=l s(n,k) r= l  k=l  p(n,k) j= l  
On the other hand, if we write F(x)= F(x)- bo, then G(F(x))= e b° G(F(x)). Applying 
formula (6) to GF(x)) yields 
Z k.T E H '¢= Z " (10) 
k=l s(,,,k) r=l n,! k=~ p(n,k) y=~ (J!)iJ(iJ!) 
Comparing (10) and (9) leads to the identity written in the corollary. This ends the 
proof. [] 
Perhaps the simplest example that illustrates Corollary 3.1 is obtained by taking 
bm=m!, for all m~>O. Recalling that the cardinality of s(n,k) is (n+k-l] and the \ k--1 1'  
n -1  cardinality of s+(n,k) is (k-I), the identity that results is 
y~ 1 (n+k l l )  =eL  1 (n - l )  
k-  1 
k=l  k=l  
A similar identity relating S k and the multinomial numbers is obtained by selecting 
bm= 1, for all m >t O. 
4. Probabilistic interpretations 
As had been mentioned, formula (4) can be interpreted as the nth moment of a 
compound nonhomogeneous Poisson process in the case when G is the exponential 
function. We show in this section that, in the case of the geometric series, the quo- 
tient of two such expressions represents he probability of a player being ruined while 
playing a sequence of games. The original ruin problem is stated below. 
The ruin problem: Players A and B are playing a sequence of games. In each game 
either A wins 1 dollar from B with probability p, or B wins 1 dollar from A with 
probability q; 0 < p < 1, p + q = 1. The games are independently played. Assume that 
A starts out with a dollars and B with b dollars. The games are continued until one 
of the players runs out of money (is ruined). The chance that A is ruined is 
P(A)= (1 - - (P )b )  ( l - - (P)a+b) -' 
if p#q, and P(A)=b/(a+b) if p=q. 
Possible generalizations from Bernoulli variables to more general cases appear in 
Takacs [7]. One such generalization is as follows. 
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Let X1, X2 . . . . .  Xn . . . .  be mutually independent and identically distributed random 
variables taking on nonnegative integral values; specifically P(Xn =j)  = pj. Denote by 
Nr the partial sum Xl +)52 +. . .  +Xr; r>>.l. For i~>l let p(i) be the smallest r such 
that Nr =r -  i; if no such r exists, then p(i)= e~. Provided that p0>O, the problem 
is to find the probability 
P(  sup (Nr - r)<n - i) . 
\1 <~r~p(i) 
The solution, cf. [7, p. 20], is Qn_iQ~ 1, where Q0 = 1, Q1 = 1/po, and for n~>l, 
~-2~ (-1)kk! (Pl - 1)i~P~ 2 ... P/° 
Qn+l = p0k+l Z i l! i2!... in! 
(11) 
k=l p(n,k )
By defining the series p(x)= ~-~m>~oPrnX m, in view of Section 3 we see that, for 
n~>l, Q~+I is the coefficient of x" in the composite series (1 + p(x) -x )  -1. With 
the notation of Theorem 3.1, in this instance G(y)=(1 + y)- l  and F(x)= p(x) -  x, 
Theorem 3.1 yields also the following alternative xpression for Qn: 
k 
Q~+l= Z (-1)k Z ]-I q .... 
k>~l s(n,k) r=l 
where q0= p0, ql =P l  - 1, and qm=Pm for m~>2. 
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